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50 Studies Every Psychiatrist Should Know presents key studies that have shaped the
practice of psychiatry. Selected using a rigorous methodology, the studies cover topics
including: psychotic disorders, depressive disorders, women's mental health, child and
adolescent disorders, and epidemiological studies. For each study, a concise summary
is presented with an emphasis on the results and limitations of the study, and its
implications for practice. An illustrative clinical case concludes each review, followed by
brief information on other relevant studies. This book is a must-read for health care
professionals and anyone who wants to learn more about the data behind clinical
practice.
Two world-renowned scientists present an audacious new vision of the cosmos that
“steals the thunder from the Big Bang theory.” —Wall Street Journal The Big Bang
theory—widely regarded as the leading explanation for the origin of the universe—posits
that space and time sprang into being about 14 billion years ago in a hot, expanding
fireball of nearly infinite density. Over the last three decades the theory has been
repeatedly revised to address such issues as how galaxies and stars first formed and
why the expansion of the universe is speeding up today. Furthermore, an explanation
has yet to be found for what caused the Big Bang in the first place. In Endless
Universe, Paul J. Steinhardt and Neil Turok, both distinguished theoretical physicists,
present a bold new cosmology. Steinhardt and Turok “contend that what we think of as
the moment of creation was simply part of an infinite cycle of titanic collisions between
our universe and a parallel world” (Discover). They recount the remarkable
developments in astronomy, particle physics, and superstring theory that form the basis
for their groundbreaking “Cyclic Universe” theory. According to this theory, the Big
Bang was not the beginning of time but the bridge to a past filled with endlessly
repeating cycles of evolution, each accompanied by the creation of new matter and the
formation of new galaxies, stars, and planets. Endless Universe provides answers to
longstanding problems with the Big Bang model, while offering a provocative new view
of both the past and the future of the cosmos. It is a “theory that could solve the cosmic
mystery” (USA Today).
Beyond the Steppe FrontierA History of the Sino-Russian BorderPrinceton University
Press
This hugely influential work marked a turning point in US history and culture, arguing
that the nation’s expansion into the Great West was directly linked to its unique spirit: a
rugged individualism forged at the juncture between civilization and wilderness, which –
for better or worse – lies at the heart of American identity today. Throughout history,
some books have changed the world. They have transformed the way we see
ourselves – and each other. They have inspired debate, dissent, war and revolution.
They have enlightened, outraged, provoked and comforted. They have enriched lives –
and destroyed them. Now Penguin brings you the works of the great thinkers, pioneers,
radicals and visionaries whose ideas shook civilization and helped make us who we
are.
This interim report of the OECD/G20 Inclusive Framework on BEPS is a follow-up to
the work delivered in 2015 under Action 1 of the BEPS Project on addressing the tax
challenges of the digital economy.
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This influential report described science as "a largely unexplored hinterland" that would
provide the "essential key" to the economic prosperity of the post World War II years.
Imperial policy on the western frontier of the Roman Empire was the means by which
the government controlled the frontier residents. This book takes a topical approach to
this study of the frontier: subjects covered include the army, farming, commerce,
manufacturing, religion and Romanization.
This Research Topic eBook includes articles from Volume I and II of The Future of
Physiology: 2020 and Beyond series: Research Topic “The Future of Physiology: 2020
and Beyond, Volume I” Research Topic “The Future of Physiology: 2020 and Beyond,
Volume II” The term Physiology was introduced in the 16th century by Jean Francois
Fernel to describe the study of the normal function of the body as opposed to
pathology, the study of disease. Over the ensuing centuries, the concept of physiology
has evolved and a central tenet that unites all the various sub-disciplines of physiology
has emerged: the quest to understand how the various components of an organism
from the sub-cellular and cellular domain to tissue and organ levels work together to
maintain a steady state in the face of constantly changing and often hostile
environmental conditions. It is only by understanding normal bodily function that the
disruptions that leads to disease can be identified and corrected to restore the healthy
state. During the summer of 2009, I was invited by Dr. Henry Markram, one of the
founders of the “Frontiers In” series of academic journals, to serve as the Field Chief
Editor and to launch a new Open-access physiology journal that would provide a forum
for the free exchange of ideas and would also meet the challenge of integrating function
from molecules to the intact organism. In considering the position, I needed to answer
two questions: 1) What exactly is Open-access publishing?; and 2) What could
Frontiers in Physiology add to the already crowded group of physiology related
journals? As a reminder, the traditional model of academic publishing “is a process by
which academic scholars provide material, reviewing, and editing expertise for
publication, free of charge, then pay to publish their work” and, to add insult to injury,
they and their colleagues must pay the publisher a fee (either directly or via an
institutional subscription) to read their published work [slightly modified from the “The
Devil’s Dictionary of Publishing” Physiology News (the quarterly newsletter of the
Physiological Society) Spring 2019: Issue 114, page 8]. In the traditional model, the
publisher, not the authors, owns the copyright such that the author must seek
permission and may even be required to pay a fee to re-use their own material (such as
figures) in other scholarly articles (reviews, book chapters, etc.). In contrast, individuals
are never charged a fee to read articles published in open-access journals. Thus,
scholars and interested laymen can freely access research results (that their tax dollars
paid for!) even if their home institution does not have the resources to pay the often
exorbitant subscription fees. Frontiers takes the open-access model one step further by
allowing authors (rather than the publisher) to retain ownership (i.e., the copyright) of
their intellectual property. Having satisfied the first question, I then considered whether
a new physiology journal was necessary. At that point in time there were no openaccess physiology journals, and further, many aspects of physiology were not covered
in the existing journals. Frontiers afforded the unique opportunity to provide a home for
more specialized sections under the general field journal, Frontiers in Physiology, with
each section having an independent editor and editorial board. I therefore agreed to
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assume the duties of Field Chief Editor in November 2009. Frontiers in Physiology was
launched in early 2010 and the first articles were published in April 2010. Since these
initial publications, we have published over 10,000 articles and have become the most
cited physiology journal. Clearly we must be fulfilling a critical need. Now that it has
been over a decade since Frontiers in Physiology was launched, it is time to reflect
upon what has been accomplished in the last decade and what questions and issues
remain to be addressed. Therefore, it is the goal of this book to evaluate the progress
made during the past decade and to look forward to the next. In particular, the major
issues and expected developments in many of the physiology sub-disciplines will be
explored in order to inspire and to inform readers and researchers in the field of
physiology for the year 2020 and beyond. A brief summary of each chapter follows: In
chapter 1, Billman provides a historical overview of the evolution of the concept of
homeostasis. Homeostasis has become the central unifying concept of physiology and
is defined as a self-regulating process by which a living organism can maintain internal
stability while adjusting to changing external conditions. He emphasizes that
homeostasis is not static and unvarying but, rather, it is a dynamic process that can
change internal conditions as required to survive external challenges and can be said to
be the very basis of life. He further discusses how the concept of homeostasis has
important implications with regards to how best to understand physiology in intact
organisms: the need for more holistic approaches to integrate and to translate this
deluge of information obtained in vitro into a coherent understanding of function in vivo.
In chapter 2, Aldana and Robeva explore the emerging concept of the holobiont: the
idea that every individual is a complex ecosystem consisting of the host organism and
its microbiota. They stress the need for multidisciplinary approaches both to investigate
the symbiotic interactions between microbes and multicellular organisms and to
understand how disruptions in this relationship contributes to disease. This concept is
amplified in chapter 3 in which Pandol addresses the future of gastrointestinal
physiology ,emphasizing advances that have been made by understanding the role that
the gut microbiome plays in both health and in disease. Professor Head, in chapter 4,
describes areas in the field of integrative physiology that remain to be examined, as
well as the potential for genetic techniques to reveal physiological processes. The
significant challenges of developmental physiology are enumerated by Burggren in
chapter 5. In particular, he analyzes the effects of climate change (environmentally
induced epigenetic modification) on phenotype expression. In chapter 6, Ivell and
Annad-Ivell highlight the major differences between the reproductive system and other
organ systems. They conclude that the current focus on molecular detail is impeding
our understanding of the processes responsible for the function of the reproductive
organs, echoing and amplifying the concepts raised in chapter 1. In chapter 7, Costa
describes the role of both circadian and non-circadian biological “clocks” in health and
disease, thereby providing additional examples of integrated physiological regulation.
Coronel, in chapter 8, provides a brief history of the development of cardiac
electrophysiology and then describes areas that require further investigation and
includes tables that list specific questions that remain to be answered. In a similar
manner, Reiser and Janssen (chapter 9) summarize some of the advancements made
in striated muscle physiology during the last decade and then discuss likely trends for
future research; to name a few examples, the contribution of gender differences in
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striated muscle function, the mechanisms responsible of age-related declines in muscle
mass, and role of exosome-released extracellular vesicles in pathophysiology.
Meininger and Hill describe the recent advances in vascular physiology (chapter 10)
and highlight approaches that should facilitate our understanding of the vascular
processes that maintain health (our old friend homeostasis) and how disruptions in
these regulatory mechanisms lead to disease. They also stress the need for
investigators to exercise ethical vigilance when they select journals to publish in and
meetings to attend. They note that the proliferation of profit driven journals of dubious
quality threatens the integrity of not only physiology but science in general. The
pathophysiological consequences of diabetes mellitus are discussed in chapters 11 and
12. In chapter 11, Ecelbarger addresses the problem of diabetic nephropathy and
indicates several areas that require additional research. In chapter 12, Sharma
evaluates the role of oxidative damage in diabetic retinopathy, and then proposes that
the interleukin-6-transsignaling pathway is a promising therapeutic target for the
prevention of blindness in diabetic pateints. Bernardi, in chapter 13, after briefly
reviewing the considerable progress that has been achieved in understanding
mitochondrial function, lists the many questions that remain to be answered. In
particular, he notes several areas for future investigation including (but not limited to) a
more complete understanding of inner membrane permeability changes, the physiology
of various cation channels, and the role of mitochondrial DNA in disease. In chapter 14,
using Douglas Adam’s “The Hitchhikers Guide to the Universe” as a model,
Bogdanova and Kaestner address the question why a young person should study red
blood cell physiology and provide advice for early career scientists as they establish
independent laboratories. They the, describe a few areas that merit further attention,
not only related to red blood cell function, but also to understanding the basis for blood
related disease, and the ways to increase blood supplies that are not dependent on
blood donors. Finally, the last two chapters specifically focus on non-mammalian
physiology. In chapter 15, Scanes asks the question, are birds simply feathered
mammals, and then reviews several of the significant differences between birds and
mammals, placing particular emphasis on differences in gastrointestinal, immune, and
female reproductive systems. In the final chapter (chapter 16) Anton and co-workers
stress that since some 95% of living animals species are invertebrates, invertebrate
physiology can provide insights into the basic principles of animal physiology as well as
how bodily function adapts to environmental changes. The future of Physiology is
bright; there are many important and interesting unanswered questions that will require
further investigation. All that is lacking is sufficient funding and a cadre of young
scientists trained to integrate function from molecules to the intact organism. George E.
Billman, Ph.D, FAHA, FHRS, FTPS Department of Physiology and Cell Biology The
Ohio State University Columbus OH, United States
The innovative investor’s guide to an entirely new asset class—from two experts on the cutting
edge With the rise of bitcoin and blockchain technology, investors can capitalize on the
greatest investment opportunity since the Internet. Bitcoin was the first cryptoasset, but today
there are over 800 and counting, including ether, ripple, litecoin, monero, and more. This clear,
concise, and accessible guide from two industry insiders shows you how to navigate this brave
new blockchain world—and how to invest in these emerging assets to secure your financial
future. Cryptoassets gives you all the tools you need: * An actionable framework for
investigating and valuing cryptoassets * Portfolio management techniques to maximize returns
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while managing risk * Historical context and tips to navigate inevitable bubbles and manias *
Practical guides to exchanges, wallets, capital market vehicles, and ICOs * Predictions on how
blockchain technology may disrupt current portfolios In addition to offering smart investment
strategies, this authoritative resource will help you understand how these assets were created,
how they work, and how they are evolving amid the blockchain revolution. The authors define a
clear and original cryptoasset taxonomy, composed of cryptocurrencies, cryptocommodities,
and cryptotokens, with insights into how each subset is blending technology and markets.
You’ll find a variety of methods to invest in these assets, whether through global exchanges
trading 24/7 or initial cryptoasset offerings (ICOs). By sequentially building on the concepts of
each prior chapter, the book will provide you with a full understanding of the cryptoasset
economy and the opportunities that await the innovative investor. Cryptoassets represent the
future of money and markets. This book is your guide to that future.
This publication isn't intended to cover bankruptcy law in general, or to provide detailed
discussions of the tax rules for the more complex corporate bankruptcy reorganizations or
other highly technical transactions. Additionally, this publication isn't updated on an annual
basis and may not reflect recent developments in bankruptcy or tax law. If you need more
guidance on the bankruptcy or tax laws applicable to your case, you should seek professional
advice. This publication explains the basic federal income tax aspects of bankruptcy. A
fundamental goal of the bankruptcy laws enacted by Congress is to give an honest debtor a
financial "fresh start". This is accomplished through the bankruptcy discharge, which is a
permanent injunction (court-ordered prohibition) against the collection of certain debts as a
personal liability of the debtor. Bankruptcy proceedings begin with the filing of either a
voluntary petition in the United States Bankruptcy Court, or in certain cases an involuntary
petition filed by creditors.
"Over two thousand miles long, the boundary between Russia and China is the world's longest
land border. Though sometimes considered a backwater, the border region was always of
critical geopolitical importance and has a fascinating history. Not only did this border divide the
two largest Eurasian empires, it was also the place where European and Asian civilizations
met, where nomads and settled peoples mingled, where the imperial interests of Russia,
China, and Japan clashed, and where both conflicts and gestures of friendship between the
world's largest Communist regimes were staged. This book is a history of this border from the
late nineteenth century until the fall of the Soviet Union. The border has undergone a
remarkable transformation since the late nineteenth century. As late as the 1920s, Russian,
Chinese, and native worlds were intricately interwoven in the region, and the frontier was
barely regulated. By the end of the twentieth century, however, the two countries had
succeeded in cutting kin, cultural, economic, and religious connections between the two sides
through deportation, forced assimilation, and nationalist propaganda campaigns. Only with the
collapse of the Soviet Union would China and Russia reopen the border, but even today the
line between countries demarcates two distinct regions with remarkably different worldviews
and cultures. Drawing on sources in seven languages, including extensive archival research,
interviews, and oral histories, Urbansky stresses the significant role of the local population in
supporting, or more often undermining, the two states' border-making efforts"-An optimistic look at space travel not only showcases the groundbreaking technology of today
but also speculates on what lies beyond today's hardware, in a book that looks at both
governmental and commercial strategies for space exploration and where in the universe they
may lead humans in the future.
This is a highly, practical application-oriented guide to mergers and acquisitions. It quickly
covers what one needs to know, when, what to expect, and how to do it. This book covers: (1)
strategy development; (2) deal flow and target identification; (3) due diligence; (4) valuation
and offers; (5) tax structuring; (6) negotiation; (7) integration and value creation; (8) contracts
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and watch outs; (9) postclosing issues; (10) deal audits; and (11) organizational learning. This
book will be divided by topic rather than chapter (103 topics) and will consist of bullet points
rather than lengthy narrative. Thus making it easier for the user to read and digest the material.
There will be numerous exhibits, forms, and examples that further enhance the material
discussed in the text. A website will be provided that contains downloadable forms that the
reader can use.
The First Episode of Psychosis is the ideal book for patients experiencing the frightening and
confusing initial episode of psychosis, which often occurs during late adolescence or early
adulthood, and which affects nearly 3% of all people over the course of their lifetime. The book
covers a range of disorders, focusing on primary psychotic disorders such as schizophrenia
and schizophreniform disorder, clearly describing symptoms, early warning signs, and
treatment--information that is essential for patients and families faced with the challenges
posed by psychosis. The book also discusses psychiatric evaluation, healthy lifestyle choices,
and the stigma often associated with mental illnesses. Worksheets allow readers to keep
records of symptoms to facilitate communication with care providers, and an extensive
glossary clarifies the dizzying array of terms used by medical professionals. Optimistic,
practical, and recovery-oriented, The First Episode of Psychosis will help patients and their
families to take an active, informed role in their care to ensure the best possible prognosis.
Mainstay reference guide for wealth management, newly updated for today's investment
landscape For over a decade, The New Wealth Management: The Financial Advisor's Guide to
Managing and Investing Client Assets has provided financial planners with detailed, step-bystep guidance on developing an optimal asset allocation policy for their clients. And, it did so
without resorting to simplistic model portfolios, such as lifecycle models or black box solutions.
Today, while The New Wealth Management still provides a thorough background on
investment theories, and includes many ready to use client presentations and questionnaires,
the guide is newly updated to meet twenty-first century investment challenges. The book
Includes expert updates from Chartered Financial Analyst (CFA) Institute, in addition to the
core text of 1997's first edition – endorsed by investment luminaries Charles Schwab and John
Bogle Presents an approach that places achieving client objectives ahead of investment
vehicles Applicable for self-study or classroom use Now, as in 1997, The New Wealth
Management effectively blends investment theory and real world applications. And in today's
new investment landscaped, this update to the classic reference is more important than ever.
Throw open the gate to the Original Frontier of your creative mind discovered by Buddha,
handed down to successive generations through India, China, and Japan, and now to America,
in this age of increasing uncertainty. A new, refreshing approach lays out the ancient secrets of
the irreducibly simple method of Zen meditation, in easily accessible terms and digestible bites.
Ranging from how Zen differs from popular meditations, to designing a contemporary Zen life,
and including workarounds for all your excuses. Based on sound principles of direct sensory
immersion, simply sitting still enough for long enough, this user's manual for Zen is presented
step by step, encompassing personal dimensions of practice, as well as social implications for
yourself and others. Zen enables you to embrace ambiguity in daily life, and to enjoy benefits
to your health and happiness. Zen is always contemporary, and holds the key to surviving, and
thriving, in trying times.

Professor Astro Cat explains everything he knows about the solar system and
outer space, including the Big Bang, manned missions to the Moon, and the night
sky throughout the months of the year.
China was afflicted by a brutal succession of conflicts through much of the
nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Yet there has never been clear
understanding of how wartime suffering has defined the nation and shaped its
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people. In Beyond Suffering, a distinguished group of Chinese historians draws
on often fragmentary accounts of nearly forgotten incidents to piece together the
multiple fronts social, institutional, and cultural on which wars have been
fought, experienced, and remembered. From the Blagoveshchensk Massacre to
the trials of the Jiangxi Number One Children's Home, these accounts of warinflicted suffering bring us closer to understanding war and militarism in China.
"From adjusted gross income to zoning and property taxes, the second edition of
The Encyclopedia of Taxation and Tax Policy offers the best and most complete
guide to taxes and tax-related issues. More than 150 tax practitioners and
administrators, policymakers, and academics have contributed. The result is a
unique and authoritative reference that examines virtually all tax instruments
used by governments (individual income, corporate income, sales and valueadded, property, estate and gift, franchise, poll, and many variants of these
taxes), as well as characteristics of a good tax system, budgetary issues, and
many current federal, state, local, and international tax policy issues. The new
edition has been completely revised, with 40 new topics and 200 articles
reflecting six years of legislative changes. Each essay provides the generalist
with a quick and reliable introduction to many topics but also gives tax specialists
the benefit of other experts' best thinking, in a manner that makes the complex
understandable. Reference lists point the reader to additional sources of
information for each topic. The first edition of The Encyclopedia of Taxation and
Tax Policy was selected as an Outstanding Academic Book of the Year (1999) by
Choice magazine."--Publisher's website.
The Alaska Constitution, ratified by the people in 1956, became operative with
the proclamation of statehood on January 3, 1959. The constitution was drafted
by fifty-five delegates who convened at the University of Alaska to determine the
authority vested in the state legislature, executive, judiciary, and other functions
of government. This conveniently sized new edition will make the Alaska State
Constitution accessible to all.
Now in a comprehensively updated edition, this indispensable handbook
analyzes how international humanitarian law has evolved in the face of these
many new challenges. Central concerns include the war on terror, new forms of
armed conflict and humanitarian action, the emergence of international criminal
justice, and the reshaping of fundamental rules and consensus in a multipolar
world. ThePractical Guide to Humanitarian Law provides the precise meaning
and content for over 200 terms such as terrorism, refugee, genocide, armed
conflict, protection, peacekeeping, torture, and private military companies—words
that the media has introduced into everyday conversation, yet whose legal and
political meanings are often obscure. The Guide definitively explains the terms,
concepts, and rules of humanitarian law in accessible and reader-friendly
alphabetical entries. Written from the perspective of victims and those who
provide assistance to them, the Guide outlines the dangers, spells out the law,
and points the way toward dealing with violations of the law. Entries are
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complemented by analysis of the decisions of relevant courts; detailed
bibliographic references; addresses, phone numbers, and Internet links to the
organizations presented; a thematic index; and an up-to-date list of the status of
ratification of more than thirty international conventions and treaties concerning
humanitarian law, human rights, refugee law, and international criminal law. This
unprecedented work is an invaluable reference for policy makers and opinion
leaders, students, relief workers, and members of humanitarian organizations.
Published in cooperation with Doctors Without Borders/Médecins Sans
Frontières.
The one book every innovator and every entrepreneur needs to make a
difference in the world. Social innovation and social entrepreneurship are rising
forces in the world. As stakeholder capitalism takes root, and as the extent of
systemic challenges becomes clear—from climate change to income inequality to
food security to healthcare and beyond—more and more of the best and brightest
will feel a calling to become innovators and entrepreneurs who develop and
deploy solutions to the world's thorniest problems. But it won't be easy:
innovation is not the prerogative or privilege of any organizational form or legal
structure. Solutions often require the active collaboration of constituents across
government, business, and the nonprofit worlds. Social innovators and
entrepreneurs need a handbook to guide them on the journey to changing the
world. Frontiers in Social Innovation is an essential volume for becoming a
difference maker. Filled with contributions from a who's who of the smartest
thinkers and most experienced practitioners, Frontiers in Social Innovation
provides the knowledge you need to succeed as a social innovator. Contributions
cover the waterfront, including: High-performance leadership to drive social
change Design for extreme affordability Scaling social innovation Corporate
decarbonization Social innovation and healthcare in the postpandemic world
Donor-advised funds and impact investing Through the voices of those already
doing it, including Paul Brest, Kim Starkey, Matthew Bannick, Gloria Lee, and
many more, Frontiers in Social Innovation brings to life the challenges and
opportunities of the field through case studies in healthcare, education, climate,
and responding to a global pandemic. No stone is left unturned in this
indispensable volume for anyone who wants to make a difference in the world
through innovation and entrepreneurship.
A comprehensive history of the Sino-Russian border, one of the longest and most
important land borders in the world The Sino-Russian border, once the world’s
longest land border, has received scant attention in histories about the margins of
empires. Beyond the Steppe Frontier rectifies this by exploring the demarcation’s
remarkable transformation—from a vaguely marked frontier in the seventeenth
century to its twentieth-century incarnation as a tightly patrolled barrier girded by
watchtowers, barbed wire, and border guards. Through the perspectives of
locals, including railroad employees, herdsmen, and smugglers from both sides,
Sören Urbansky explores the daily life of communities and their entanglements
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with transnational and global flows of people, commodities, and ideas. Urbansky
challenges top-down interpretations by stressing the significance of the local
population in supporting, and undermining, border making. Because Russian,
Chinese, and native worlds are intricately interwoven, national separations
largely remained invisible at the border between the two largest Eurasian
empires. This overlapping and mingling came to an end only when the border
gained geopolitical significance during the twentieth century. Relying on a wealth
of sources culled from little-known archives from across Eurasia, Urbansky
demonstrates how states succeeded in suppressing traditional borderland
cultures by cutting kin, cultural, economic, and religious connections across the
state perimeter, through laws, physical force, deportation, reeducation, forced
assimilation, and propaganda. Beyond the Steppe Frontier sheds critical new
light on a pivotal geographical periphery and expands our understanding of how
borders are determined.
"The Guide, in Part I, begins with a brief description of generalized CEA and how
it relates to the two questions raised above. It then considers issues relating to
study design, estimating costs, assessing health effects, discounting, uncertainty
and sensitivity analysis, and reporting results. Detailed discussions of selected
technical issues and applications are provided in a series of background papers,
originally published in journals, but included in this book for easy reference in
Part II." (from the back cover).
An inventor, adventurer, entrepreneur, collector, and entertainer, and son of legendary
scientist-astronaut Owen Garriott, Richard Garriott de Cayeux has been behind some of
the most exciting undertakings of our time. A legendary pioneer of the online gaming
industry—and a member of every gaming Hall of Fame—Garriott invented the multiplayer online game, and coined the term “Avatar” to describe an individual’s online
character. A lifelong adventurer and member of the Explorers Club, Garriott has used
the fortune he amassed from the gaming business to embark on a number of thrilling
expeditions. He has plumbed the depths of the Atlantic ocean to see the remains of the
Titanic, hunted for meteorites in Antarctica, and in 2008 became one of the first private
citizens to be launched into space. Richard has been one of the foremost pioneers of
the private space industry, investing his time and energy into making space travel more
accessible. In this fascinating memoir, Garriott invites readers on the great adventure
that is his life. Yet his is no ordinary autobiography; throughout, Garriott engages
readers with interactive activities and challenges them with “secret codes” for his
games. An audacious genius with an insatiable curiosity and an irrepressible
playfulness, Garriott takes readers on an unforgettable intellectual experience that is
enlightening, adventurous, and fun.
Includes Part 1, Number 2: Books and Pamphlets, Including Serials and Contributions
to Periodicals July - December)
Edited by Victor Thuronyi, this book offers an introduction to a broad range of issues in
comparative tax law and is based on comparative discussion of the tax laws of
developed countries. It presents practical models and guidelines for drafting tax
legislation that can be used by officials of developing and transition countries. Volume I
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covers general issues, some special topics, and major taxes other than income tax.
Curriculum design experts Jay McTighe and Grant Wiggins have reviewed thousands
of curriculum documents and unit plans across a range of subjects and grades. In this
book, they identify and describe the 25 most common problems in unit design and
recommend how to fix them--and avoid them when planning new units. McTighe and
Wiggins, creators of the Understanding by Design® framework, help you use the
process of backward design to troubleshoot your units and achieve tighter alignment
and focus on learning priorities. Whether you're working with local or national standards
or with other learning goals, you can rely on their practical and proven solutions to
promote deeper and better learning for your students.
Includes Chapter 3 Reaction and interaction; a food gathering people and European
settlement in Australia by A.P. Elkin.
Rune Factory: Frontier incorporates an open-ended structure that allows players to
choose the type of game they wish to experience. Whether it's growing crops,
expanding the town, fighting (or befriending) monsters or even falling in love, the
experience is unique to each player.
'Beyond the Congregation' utilizes data on almost 2,000 of the largest and most
influential Christian nonprofits in the United States to answer some of the key questions
raised by these organizations. What explains the growth of Christian nonprofits? What
activities are they pursuing? How are they funded and how do they use those funds?
Racism and discrimination have choked economic opportunity for African Americans at
nearly every turn. At several historic moments, the trajectory of racial inequality could
have been altered dramatically. Perhaps no moment was more opportune than the
early days of Reconstruction, when the U.S. government temporarily implemented a
major redistribution of land from former slaveholders to the newly emancipated
enslaved. But neither Reconstruction nor the New Deal nor the civil rights struggle led
to an economically just and fair nation. Today, systematic inequality persists in the form
of housing discrimination, unequal education, police brutality, mass incarceration,
employment discrimination, and massive wealth and opportunity gaps. Economic data
indicates that for every dollar the average white household holds in wealth the average
black household possesses a mere ten cents. In From Here to Equality, William Darity
Jr. and A. Kirsten Mullen confront these injustices head-on and make the most
comprehensive case to date for economic reparations for U.S. descendants of slavery.
After opening the book with a stark assessment of the intergenerational effects of white
supremacy on black economic well-being, Darity and Mullen look to both the past and
the present to measure the inequalities borne of slavery. Using innovative methods that
link monetary values to historical wrongs, they next assess the literal and figurative
costs of justice denied in the 155 years since the end of the Civil War. Finally, Darity
and Mullen offer a detailed roadmap for an effective reparations program, including a
substantial payment to each documented U.S. black descendant of slavery. Taken
individually, any one of the three eras of injustice outlined by Darity and
Mullen--slavery, Jim Crow, and modern-day discrimination--makes a powerful case for
black reparations. Taken collectively, they are impossible to ignore.

The Guide provides practical support on the compilation of service transactions
between residents—non-residents transactions utilizing the EBOPS classification
with special emphasis on the partner country break-down, the foreign affiliates
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statistics (FATS) and also on flows by modes of supply. The overarching aim is to
increase the availability and quality of SITS in order to fulfil the urgent needs and
demands for such data by policy makers, researchers, market analysts and the
public in general. While the international standards in economic statistics are in
the process of being implemented, this Guide comes timely, providing the
statistical community with guidelines, best practices, case studies, and practical
advice on the compilation of SITS.
Do you have a real relationship with God, or do you just have a religion? Do you
know God, or do you just know about God? In How Big Is Your God? Paul
Coutinho, SJ, challenges us to grow stronger and deeper in our faith and in our
relationship with God—a God whose love knows no bounds. To help us on our
way, Coutinho introduces us to people in various world religions—from Hindu
friends to Buddhist teachers to St. Ignatius of Loyola—who have shaped his
spiritual life and made possible his deep, personal relationship with God.
Drawing on good practices from OECD and non-OECD countries, the Framework
proposes a set of questions for governments to consider in ten policy fields as
critically important for the quality of a country’s environment for investment.
The Retirement Planning Guidebook is designed to help readers navigate the key
financial and non-financial decisions necessary for a successful retirement.
Readers will understand the different retirement income styles and the different
risks that retirees must manage, and the retirement income tools used with
different retirement styles and risks. This includes investment-based approaches
and insurance-based approaches such as annuities. Readers will also be
provided with a framework to assess their retirement preparedness by comparing
the value of retirement assets and liabilities. Additional chapters then dig deeper
into other important aspects for a retirement income plan, including how to
develop a strategy for claiming Social Security benefits, how to make decisions
related to Medicare and other health insurance, how to structure a plan for
managing long-term care needs, and how to choose retirement housing and
incorporate housing wealth into the plan. This is followed by a deeper
investigation of tax issues and how to structure retirement income to create the
most tax-efficiency during life and for beneficiaries. With legacy planning, I also
explore how to get your finances organized for incapacity and death. The focus
then shifts to the nonfinancial aspects of a successful retirement, including the
need to find purpose and passion, to understand if there is a role for work in
retirement, to enhance relationships and social connections, and to maintain an
active and healthy lifestyle. The book includes detailed action plans for decision
making. The final chapter fits these pieces together into an integrated series of
steps to achieve financial and non-financial success in retirement. Readers will
come away with the detailed knowledge and planning steps needed to make the
most of their retirement years.
In his first work of narrative nonfiction, Matthew Pearl, bestselling author of
acclaimed novel The Dante Club, explores the little-known true story of the
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kidnapping of legendary pioneer Daniel Boone’s daughter and the dramatic
aftermath that rippled across the nation. On a quiet midsummer day in 1776,
weeks after the signing of the Declaration of Independence, thirteen-year-old
Jemima Boone and her friends Betsy and Fanny Callaway disappear near the
Kentucky settlement of Boonesboro, the echoes of their faraway screams
lingering on the air. A Cherokee-Shawnee raiding party has taken the girls as the
latest salvo in the blood feud between American Indians and the colonial settlers
who have decimated native lands and resources. Hanging Maw, the raiders’
leader, recognizes one of the captives as Jemima Boone, daughter of Kentucky's
most influential pioneers, and realizes she could be a valuable pawn in the battle
to drive the colonists out of the contested Kentucky territory for good. With Daniel
Boone and his posse in pursuit, Hanging Maw devises a plan that could
ultimately bring greater peace both to the tribes and the colonists. But after the
girls find clever ways to create a trail of clues, the raiding party is ambushed by
Boone and the rescuers in a battle with reverberations that nobody could predict.
As Matthew Pearl reveals, the exciting story of Jemima Boone’s kidnapping
vividly illuminates the early days of America’s westward expansion, and the
violent and tragic clashes across cultural lines that ensue. In this enthralling
narrative in the tradition of Candice Millard and David Grann, Matthew Pearl
unearths a forgotten and dramatic series of events from early in the
Revolutionary War that opens a window into America’s transition from colony to
nation, with the heavy moral costs incurred amid shocking new alliances and
betrayals.
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